Development of the respiratory system in marsupials.
Marsupials at birth are small and relatively undeveloped. At birth, the lung in some species is at the canalicular stage of development and though lung diffusion and metabolic rate are strongly correlated, the allometric exponent suggests that smaller newborns have relatively smaller diffusing capacity with respect to their demand for oxygen. Without improvement in functional or structural parameters newborn marsupials are reliant to varying degrees on skin gas exchange to compensate for the immaturity of the lung. Indeed, in some species there is complete reliance on the skin for gas exchange at birth. Nevertheless, with an early dependence on ventilation, the CNS would appear already to contain neurons with properties and connections that permit rhythmic motor output at birth and pulmonary reflexes mature soon after. Despite appropriate neural control and the presence of surfactant, the highly compliant nature of the newborn chest wall results in substantial chest wall distortion during inspiratory effort which reduce the efficacy of the lung for ventilation. This review explores the morpho-functional development of the respiratory system, including oxygen transport and cardiac shunts, and the establishment of convective requirement in marsupials, a group that places emphasis on extended postnatal development.